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Aliykit 
Aliykit Open a decorative OpenType font 
generated from geometry with parallel 
lines of open and closed forms, by The
way they can fit inside The Art Deco
style but is part of The design influence
of Venezuela in The area of art
and cinetic art. Также приходит в
кириллице языке.
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DeCoro 
DeCoro is a decorative display font inspired by
the Art Deco style that had a dominant influence
between '20 and '30, by this way, DeCoro is a
revival of those times between wars, a time
of luxury cars and refined decorative arts,
crazy dancer contestants of Charleston 
and Jazz bands, aerial acrobats, sound cinema, 
animated films and clandestine drinkers.

DeCoro DeCoro DeCoro DeCoro
I N L I N E K O S M I K S H I N EP L A I N

DeCoro
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Caracas is a family of sans serif fonts, looking friendly, sweet and comfortable to read. 
Where text flow between straight lines and round by becoming transparent in the interest
of readability. Caracas is ideal for working in small letters and texts of a technical nature. 
Caracas is a humanistic approach to reading sans forms.

Available soon in Caracas family italic versions.

Caracas 

Light
Regular

DemiBold

Book
Medium
Bold

See font
in use

http://www.behance.net/gallery/Venezuela-CMYK-marcas/7846377
http://www.myfonts.com/foundry/John_Moore/
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FACTOR 
Factor is a letter that breaks with convention,
providing an attractive geometric look. Fits
perfectly sober rigor contemporary editorial
design, and for the creation of logos, labels or
advertising, just fits both vintage designs
spirit as the simple graphic humor. Factor
comes with a wide variety of alternative shapes
for a more versatile use.

FACTOR
L I G H T

FACTOR
R E G U L A R

FACTOR
B L A C K

FACTOR
I N L I N E

FACTOR
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GORDIS

Gordis
Gordis

Gordis
Gordis



Morenita
Morenita is a script letter style,very basic geometric construction which refers to the style and the Art Deco glory, designed to provide a highly readable. It come



Regular~Italics~Outline~ShadowRegular~Italics~Outline~Shadow

GordisGordisGordis

Regular~Italic
Bold & BoldItalic
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Palaima 
Palaima is a geometric display font, its name 
means word-image and is inspired by our 
aboriginal pictographs, Palaima was created 
to compose texts informal, where each 
character is an entertainment, featuring 
several variations of this font letters to make 
more enjoyable composition. Palaima has a set 
of characters that include swash, stylistic 
alternates, ligatures, fractions and twenty 
funny icons.  Palaima was selected in the third 
Biennial of Latin American Typography “Tipos 
Latinos” also was honored by the Ruben 
Fontana’s JournalTipográfica of Argentina 
“Best Latin American Typographic Creativity”.

ane
ane
ane
ANE
ANE

STYLISTIC ALRENATES

SWASH

STYLISTIC ALRENATES

PLAIN

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES
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Primate is a typeface family that works both as a display font for reading, casual

and informal as it approaches the forms of nature, hence the name Primate.

Primate’s family comes in a full range of weights, from the thin Ultra Light to Heavy

Black, all weights are also presented in italics and all have ornaments. Primate is a 

natural and fun to composetexts, giving the design work of a contemporary look.

Primate

UltraLight
Light

Regular
Medium

Bold
Black

UltraLight Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic
Black Italic
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VictorinaRadioTime 
TuneInOnWhoSeesYouTuneInOnWhoSeesYou

RadioTime comes with two styles: Regular
� Tooled, in standards connected letters
to imitated continuos handwritting and it’s

provided with specials characters like Swash,
terminals, lower case numbers as well as an
unlinked set of characters.RadioTime comes

also with a wide kind of icons and ornaments.

FB c,x25

m
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VictorinaTepuy 
AFBCDEAFBCDEAFBCDE

Exotic AmazonTepuy is a display typeface in-
spired by the symbolic forms of 
the Venezuelan ethnic roots. 
Based on a very precise 
geometry of open forms that 
produce a double letter in form 
and counterform.
 Tepuy is held in a very precise 
geometric construction based 
on rounded forms, �ch letter 

is a form envelope enclosing 
another in counterform, is a 
letter to display.
Tepuy com� in four versions 
Regular, Light and thin, and 
there is a double line version 
enclosed. Tepuy recommended 
for cr�tive h�dlin� for the 
label and packaging d�ign 
aimed at all ag�.
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AQACD
PFJM
ba

Fantasy headlines sans letter

DISPLAY~Victorian letters 
Victorine has a perfect structure of rigorous geometry
Black and Condensed versions in italics 

with a varied repertoire of styles~contemporary vision 
AC ORNAMENTS BA

VictorinaVictorina 
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Xtencil is a typeface inspired by the shapes
of the drawing templates letters, based on
the letter forms from my teacher Milton Glaser
who at the same time was influenced by the
modernism of Paul Renner. Xtencil is a round 
letter to create funny signs, ideal for posters
and headlines. Xtencil not come as a drawing
template, but as OpenType typography.

Xtencil lc 

Available soon in various weights.

http://www.myfonts.com/foundry/John_Moore/


VictorinaWaterman 

AAbc
Waterman is a display font, its form is based on 
the figure of a fluid, creating a texture of undu-
lating forms, rhythmic and free to make reading 
a stream wave experience. Waterman comes in 
Regular and Bold. Waterman is the natural way
to tell something.
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DNew  Fonts  Will  BeE
AReleased  SoonC

And create
different

things

Because we like to innovatE
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